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Abstract
This paper deals with a direct derivation of Fisher’s information matrix of vector state
space models for the general case, by which is meant the establishment of the matrix as a
whole and not element by element. The method to be used is matrix differentiation, see [4].
We assume the model to be Gaussian and use the negative logarithm of the likelihood function
as used in the definition of Fisher’s information. In a related paper Klein et al. [3] establish
the information matrix by assembling its elements as derived in the literature [2,5,6] and for
an approximation of the Hessian of the log-likelihood function one can refer to [7,8]. © 2000
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper consists in giving a direct derivation of the general
expression of Fisher’s information matrix for Gaussian vector state space models.
The general state space model is considered:
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xtC1 D Uxt C Cut C wt; (1)
zt D Hxt C Dut C vt ; (2)
where zt is an m  1 vector of observations, xt is an n  1 vector of state variables,
ut is an r  1 vector of (possibly stochastic) exogenous variables, t 2 N; wt and vt
are, respectively, q  1 and g  1 vectors, and .vt ; wt / is a Gaussian white noise
process with E.wt / D 0; E.vt / D 0,
E

wt
vt
 (
wTt v
T
t
 D Q S
ST R

> 0; (3)
where Q > 0; R > 0, and T denotes transposition. We suppose that the model (1)–
(3) depends on ‘ parameters denoted by the vector  D .1; : : : ; ‘/T. The paramet-
ers U;C;H;D;Q; S, and R are functions of  and are twice continuously differen-
tiable.
The negative logarithm of the likelihood function of the model which will be
necessary for evaluating Fisher’s information matrix is best defined as follows.
Given a time series of length N, minus the logarithm of the likelihood of the
system described by (1) and (2) is
l.y/ D − log L.y/ D
NX
tD1

m
2
log 2 C 1
2
log jBt j C 12 Qz
T
t B
−1
t Qzt

; (4)
where the innovation Qzt (with covariance matrix Bt ) will be further specified in (6)
and (7). It will appear that also Bt depends on  as can be seen in (7).
Since the problem consists in estimating the parameter  by maximum likelihood,
we introduce Bt.y/  Bt .
The exact information matrix J is then given by the following ‘  ‘ matrix:
TJ ./U D E

o2l.y/
oyoyT

yD0
: (5)
The second derivative of l.y/ is to be evaluated.
2. The main result
In [3] a general expression of (5) is derived, but the derivation is based on an
elementwise construction making use of earlier results on Fisher’s information mat-
rix [2,5,6]. There is, however, no formal proof of basic assumptions which have to
be made in order to obtain the desired result. Although these properties are well
known and sometimes mentioned in the time series analysis literature, see e.g. [2],
to the authors’ knowledge a formal proof is still lacking. We therefore present the
following lemma.
Lemma. Based on (1) and (2) we introduce the Kalman filter equations (see [1])
OxtC1jt D NUt Oxt jt−1 C NCt ut C Ktzt ;
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Kt D TUVtH T C SUTHVtH T C RU−1;
VtC1 D UVtUT C Q − Kt THVtUT C STU
with NUt D U − KtH; NCt D C − KtD and Kt being the Kalman gain. We assume the
eigenvalues of U to be located within the unit disc so that stability is assured. The
innovation is defined as
Qzt D zt − Ozt jt−1 D zt − H Oxt jt−1 − Dut ; (6)
its covariance being
Bt  E.Qzt QzTt / D HVtH T C R: (7)
Observe that EQzt D 0. The fact that the innovation Qzt is white noise implies that it
is uncorrelated with Qzt−1; which results in E.Qzt QzTt−1/ D 0.
The following relations hold true:
(i) EQzt .dQzt /T D 0;
(ii) EQzt .d2 Qzt /T D 0:
Proof. Through Eqs. (6) and (7), the necessary differentials can be given:
d OxtC1jt D .d NUt / Oxt jt−1 C NUtd Oxt jt−1 C .d NCt /ut C .dKt/zt ; (8)
dQzt D −f.dH/ Oxt jt−1 C Hd Oxt jt−1 C .dD/ut g; (9)
d2 OxtC1jt D .d2 NUt / Oxt jt−1 C 2.d NUt /d Oxt jt−1 C NUtd2 Oxt jt−1
C.d2 NCt /ut C .d2Kt/zt ; (10)
d2 Qzt D −f.d2H/ Oxt jt−1 C 2.dH/d Oxt jt−1 C Hd2 Oxt jt−1 C .d2D/ut g: (11)
It should be remarked that dzt D 0 and dut D 0. Since the input variable ut is an
exogenous variable there is no dependence on the parameters, hence its differential
is zero. Analogously the observations zt which do not depend on the parameters
and therefore also have a differential equal to zero. The terms appearing in (i) and
(ii) after substitution for dQzt and d2 Qzt as expressed in (9) and (11) will be specified.
Taking the time lags into consideration in combination with Eqs. (1), (2), (6)–(8)
leads to E.Qzt OxTt jt−1/ D 0; E.Qzt xTt−1/ D 0; E.Qztd OxTt jt−1/ D 0, and E.Qzt QzTt−1/ D 0. This
can be verified as follows:
E.Qzt OxTt jt−1/ D E Qzt f.I − NUt−1L/−1T NCt−1ut−1 C Kt−1zt−1UgT: (12)
The matrix inversion .I − NUt−1L/−1 can be carried out because of the stability
assumptions and L is the backward shift operator, for example Lxt D xt−1. It is
clear that expression (12) is equal to zero since Qzt is not correlated with ut and its
predecessors. The innovation Qzt is uncorrelated with zt−1 (this results from the fact
that the observations zt are not autocorrelated):
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E.QztxTt−1/ D EQzt f.I − UL/−1TCut−2 C Fwt−2UgT: (13)
This reduces to zero since Qzt is not correlated with wt−2 (and its predecessors):
E.Qzt d OxTt jt−1/ D EQzt f.I − NUt−1L/−1T.d NUt−1/ Oxt−1jt−2 C .d NCt−1/ut−1
C.dKt−1/zt−1UgT: (14)
Using similar arguments as for (12) and (13) lead to (14) being zero.
Insertion of these expressions in the left-hand sides of (i) and (ii) completes the
proof. 
Before proceeding deriving Fisher’s information matrix some comments on the
initial values are set forth.
In the past, the pre-sample value of the state vector Ox0, and its covariance matrix,OV0 tended to be treated as constants with respect to differentiation of the likelihood
function. More recently, for stationary processes, OV0 has been set to the uncondi-
tional variance of the state process x, and for nonstationary processes the variances
of unobserved initial state variables have been set to infinity [7]. In the stationary
case, OV0 depends on the model parameters through a Lyapunov equation. Although
the dependence of the information matrix on OV0, through the Lyapunov equation,
is Op(1) in sample size N, it will be sensitive to initial state conditions when the
model’s state transition matrix U has eigenvalues sufficiently close to (inside) the
unit circle. Zadrozny [7,8] does consider the implications of different assumptions
about initial conditions on computation of the information matrix.
The results shown in the lemma can now be used to derive an expression for
Fisher’s information matrix. From (4) it can be deduced (for typographical brevity
we omit the sub(super)scripts in the summation sign) that
2dl.y/ D
X
tr B−1t dBt −
X
QzTt B−1t .dBt /B−1t Qzt C 2
X
QzTt B−1t dQzt :
It is worth reminding that Bt in the likelihood function depends on y, whereas the
unknown parameter Bt , the covariance matrix E.Qzt QzTt /, is used for the computation
of the expected second differential of l.y/ in y D  :
2d2l.y/ D −
X
trB−1t .dBt/B−1t dBt − 4
X
QzTt B−1t .dBt /B−1t dQzt
C 2
X
.dQzt /TB−1t dQzt
C 2
X
QzTt B−1t .dBt/B−1t .dBt/B−1t Qzt
C
X
trB−1t d2Bt −
X
QzTt B−1t .d2Bt /B−1t Qzt
C 2
X
QzTt B−1t d2 Qzt :
By taking the expected value in the point y D  we have
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2Efd2l.y/g D −
X
trB−1t .dBt/B−1t dBt − 4
X
trB−1t .dBt/B−1t ET.dQzt /QzTt U
C 2
X
trB−1t .dBt /B−1t .dBt/B−1t E.Qzt QzTt /
C 2
X
E
n
.dQzt /TB−1t dQzt
o
C
X
tr.B−1t /d2Bt −
X
trB−1t .d2Bt /B−1t E.Qzt QzTt /
C 2
X
trB−1t ET.d2 Qzt /QzTt U:
By virtue of the Lemma and (8), the last expression reduces to
2Efd2l.y/gD
X
trf.dBt/B−1t .dBt/B−1t g C 2
X
E
n
.dQzt /TB−1t dQzt
o
D
X
.dvecBt/T.B−1t ⊗B−1t /dvecBt C 2
X
E
n
.dQzt /TB−1t dQzt
o
D .dy/T
XovecBt
oyT
T
.B−1t ⊗B−1t /

ovecBt
oyT

dy
C 2.dy/T
X
E
(
oQzt
oyT
T
B−1t

oQzt
oyT
)
dy:
Consequently, Fisher’s information matrix is given by
TJ ./UDE

o2l.y/
oyoyT

yD
D
(
1
2
XovecBt
oyT
T
.B−1t ⊗B−1t /

ovecBt
oyT

C
X
E
(
oQzt
oyT
T
B−1t

oQzt
oyT
))
yD
:
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